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The California Administrative Procedure Act is found in Government 
Code, Sections 11370 through 11528. This legislation, which is set forth on 
the following pages, is the result of years of effort by many individuals and 
groups and embodies the work of several sessions of the Legislature. The 
act is divided into three chapters, Chapter 4 dealing with the general 
organization and functions of the Office of Administrative Hearings, 
formerly the Office of Administrative Procedure, Chapter 4.5 dealing with 
rules and regulations which state agencies adopt, and Chapter 5 dealing 
with administrative adjudication or quasi-judicial hearings conducted by 
specific state agencies. 
The act requires that agencies adopting rules and regulations must give 
advance notice to the public; it provides specially for cases of emergency. 
The act also provides for the central filing and publication of such rules 
and regulations. 
The procedure outlined for adjudicatory hearings is designed to afford 
a fair hearing before an impartial and qualified tribunal. While certain 
sections indicate the course that hearings should follow and certain guides 
are established to determine what may be considered by the agencies, the 
procedure is more liberal and less restrictive than in proceedings before 
courts of law. Independent hearing officers are made available to state 
agencies, designed to insure that the person hea:ring the matter is 
independent of the contesting parties. Provision is made for judicial 
review of the decisions rendered under the act. 
A great deal of background material is available concerning the act. The 
most important documents in this connection are: 
• Procedures, 13th Annual Meeting of the State Bar of California (1940), 
p. 331. 
• Tenth Biennial Report, Judicial Council of California (1944). 
• Summary of California Statutory Provisions Conferring 
Quasi-Legislative Functions Upon State Agencies, Assembly Interim 
Committee on Administrative Regulations (1946). A supplement to 
the report was published in 1947. 
• Report of the Assembly Interim Committee on Administrative 
Regulations; House Resolution No. 278, February 3, 1947. 
• Preliminary and Partial Report and Second Preliminary and Partial 
Report of the Senate Interim Committee on Administrative 
Regulations (1953). 
• First Report of the Senate Interim Committee on Administrative 
Regulations ( 1955) . 
• First Report of the Senate Interim Committee on Administrative 
Regulations and Adjudications on the use of Independent Hearing 
Officers for Administrative Adjudications (1957). 
• Final Report of the Senate Interim Committee on Administrative 
Regulations and Adjudications (1959). 
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" r 1rst, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Biennial 
Reports, Division of Administrative Procedure (1947, 1949, 1951, 1953, 
1955, 1957, 1959, and 1961) and Ninth Biennial Report, Office of 
Administrative Procedure (1963), Tenth Report (1968). 
As an important of California program of administrative 
procedure, the Office of Administrative Hearings has been and is directed 
to study the subject administrative law and procedure in all its aspects; 
to submit its suggestions to the various agencies in the interests of fairness, 
uniformity and the expedition of business; to report its recommendations 
to the Governor and the Legislature at the commencement of each 
general session (Gov. Code, 11370.5). One part of the activity has been the 
preparation and publication of the act in pamphlet form, as a readily 
available and helpful reference. It is proposed to continue publication of 
this pamphlet with amendments to the law. Reference should be made to 
annotations in the available commercial publications. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT 
(Gov. C., Title 2, Div. 3, Pt. 1, Ch. 4, Ch. 4.5 and Ch. 5) 
(Revised January 1, 1977) 
CHAPTER 4. OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS* 
Sec. 11370. Short Title 
Sec. 11370.1. Director 
Article l. 




Sec. 11370.3. Appointment of Hearing Officers 
Sec. 11370.4. Costs of Office 
Sec. 11370.5. Functions of Office 
11370. Chapter 4, Chapter 4.5, and Chapter 5 of this part of the 
Government Code constitute, and may be cited as, the Administrative 
Procedure Act. 
History-Added by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1425; amended by Stats. 1961, Ch. 2048. 
Director 
11370.1. As used in the Administrative Procedure Act "director" 
means the executive officer of the Office of Administrative Hearings. 
History-Added by Stats. 1961, Ch. 2048; amended by Stats. 1971, Ch. 1303. 
Office of Administrative Heanngs 
11370.2. (a) There is in the Department of General Services the 
Office of Administrative Hearings which is under the direction and 
control of an executive officer who shall be known as the director. 
(b) The director shall have the same qualifications as hearing officers, 
and shall be appointed by the Governor subject to confirmation of the 
Senate. 
(c) Any and all references in any law to the Office of Administrative 
Procedure shall be deemed to be the Office of Administrative Hearings. 
History-Added by Stats. 1961, Ch. 2048; amended by Stats. 196.3, Ch. 1786; and by Stats. 1971, Ch. 1303. 
Appointment of Hearing Officers 
11370.3. The director shall appoint and maintain a staff of hearing 
officers qualified under Section 11502 of this code which is sufficient to fill 
the needs of the various state agencies. The director shall also appoint 
shorthand reporters and such other technical and clerical personnel as 
may be required to perform the duties of the office. The director shall 
assign a hearing officer for any proceeding arising under Chapter 5 of the 
Administrative Procedure Act and upon request from any agency may 
assign a hearing officer to conduct other administrative proceedings not 
arising under said chapter and shall assign hearing reporters as required. 
Any hearing officer or other employee so assigned shall be deemed an 
employee of the office and not of the agency to which he is assigned. When 
not engaged in hearing cases, hearing officers may be assigned by the 
director to perform other duties vested in or required of the office 
including those provided for in Section 11370.5. 
History-Added by Stats. 1961, Ch. 2048; amended by Stats. 1971, Ch. 1303. 
• Heading of Chapter 4 amended by Stats. 1971, Ch. 1303. 
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Costs of Office 
11370.4. The total cost to state 
Office of Administrative Hearings shall by, 
by the Department of General Services in advance or upon 
basis as it may determine from the state or other agencies for 
services are provided by office. 
History-Added by Stats. 1961, Ch. 2048; amended by Stats. 1963, Ch. 1553; by Stats. 1965, Ch. 462; and 
by Stats. 1971, Ch. 1303. 
Functions of Office 
11370.5. The office is to subject 
administrative law and procedure in its aspects; to submit its 
suggestions to the various agencies in the inte1ests of fairness, uniformity 
and the expedition of business; and to report its recommendations to the 
Governor and Legislature at the commencement of each general session. 
All departments, agencies, officers and employees of the State shall give 
the office ready access to their records and full information and reasonable 
assistance in any matter of research recourse to them or to data 
within their knowledge or control. 
History-Added by Stats. 1961, Ch. 2048. 
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CHAPTER 4.5. RULES AND REGULATIONS 
Article l. General 
Article 2. Filing and Publication 
Article 3. The California Administrative Register and Code 
Article 4. Procedure for Adoption of Regulations 
Article 5. Judicial Review 
Article 6. Exemptions 
Article 1. General 
Sec. 11371. Definitions Sec. 11373. Proviso 
Sec. 11372. Office of Administrative Sec. 11374. Limitation 
Hearings 
Definitions 
ll371. In this chapter unless otherwise specifically indicated: 
(a) "State agency" does not include an agency in the judicial or 
legislative department of the State Government. 
(b) "Regulation" means every rule, regulation, order, or standard of 
general application or the amendment, supplement or revision of any such 
rule, regulation, order or standard adopted by any state agency to 
implement, interpret, or make specific the law enforced or administered 
by it, or to govern its procedure, except one which relates only to the 
internal management of the state agencies. "Regulation" does not mean 
or include any form prescribed by a state agency or any instructions 
relating to the use of the form, but this provision is not a limitation upon 
any requirement that a regulation be adopted pursuant to this part when 
one is needed to implement the law under which the form is issued. 
(c) "Order of repeal" means any resolution, order or other official act 
of a state agency which expressly repeals a regulation in whole or in part. 
History-Added by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1425; amended by Stats. 1949, Ch. 313; and by Stats. 1957, Ch. 916. 
Office of Administrative Hean'ngs 
ll372. "Department" as used in this chapter means the Office of 
Administrative Hearings. 
History-Added by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1175 and Ch. 1425; amended by Stats. 1961, Ch. 2048; and by Stats. 
1971, Ch. 1303. 
Proviso 
ll373. Except as provided in Section ll409, nothing in this chapter 
confers authority upon or augments the authority of any state agency to 
adopt, administer, or enforce any regulation. Each regulation adopted, to 
be effective, must be within the scope of authority conferred and in 
accordance with standards prescribed by other provisions of law. 
History-Added by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1425. 
Limitation 
ll374. Whenever by the express or implied terms of any statute a state 
agency has authority to adopt regulations to implement, interpret, make 
specific or otherwise carry out the provisions of the statute, no regulation 
adopted is valid or effective unless consistent and not in conflict with the 
statute and reasonably necessary to effectuate the purpose of the statute. 
Any existing rules or regulations conflicting with this section are hereby 
repealed. 
History-Added by Stats. 1951, Ch. 479; amended by Stats. 1953, Ch. 548. 
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Article 2. Filing and Publication 
Sec. 11380. Procedure for Filing 
Sec. 11380.1. Style and Form of Filing 
Sec. 11380.2. Approval and Filing 
Sec. 11381. Fees 
Sec. U382. Endorsement by Secretary of 
State 
Procedure for Fi1ing 
Sec. 11382.5. Filing with County Clerks 
Sec. 11383. Presumptions from Filing 
Sec. 11384. Presumptions from Publication 
Sec. 11385. Voluntary Filing and Publication 
11380. Every state agency shall: 
Transmit to the department for with the Secretary of State 
with the Rules Committee of each house of the Legislature a certified 
copy of every regulation adopted by it except one which: 
( 1) Establishes or fixes rates, prices or tariffs. 
(2) Relates to the use of public works, including streets and highways, 
under the jurisdiction of any state agency when the effect of such order 
is indicated to the public by means of signs or signals. 
(3) Is directed to a specifically named person or to a group of persons 
and does not apply generally throughout the state. 
(b) Transmit to the department for filing with the Secretary of State 
and with the Rules Committee of each house of the Legislature a certified 
copy of every order of repeal of a regulation required to be filed under 
subdivision (a) of this section. 
(c) Deliver to the department at the time of transmittal for filing a 
regulation or order of repeal four duplicate copies of the regulation or 
order of repeal together with a citation of the authority pursuant to which 
it or any part thereof was adopted. 
(d) Deliver to the department a copy of the notice of proposed action 
required by Section 11423. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. lll; amended by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1425; by Stats. 1949, Ch. 313; by Stats. 
1953, Ch. 1362; by Stats. 1959, Ch. 2180; and by Stats. 1974, Ch. 142. 
Cross-reference-See H. & S. C., Sees. 18900 to 18915. 
Style and Fonn of Filing 
11380.1. The Secretary of State shall prescribe the style in which 
regulations shall be prepared and a standard size form to be used in filing 
regulations pursuant to Section 11380, which form shall be effective on 
January l, 1954. 
History-Added by Stats. 1953, Ch. 1362; amended by Stats. 1959, Ch. 1001. 
Approval and Filing 
11380.2. The department shall examine each regulation or order of 
repeal transmitted to it for filing and determine whether it complies with 
the form and style prescribed by the Secretary of State. If the department 
approves the regulation or order of repeal for filing, it shall endorse on the 
certified copy thereof its approval for filing and shall transmit such copy 
to the Secretary of State. 
History-Added by Stats. 1953, Ch. 1362. 
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Fees 
11381. No fee shall be charged by any state officer or public official for 
the performance of any official act in connection with the certification or 
filing of regulations pursuant to this article. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 111; amended by Stats. 1945, Ch. 1334; and by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1425. 
Endorsement by Secretary of State 
11382. The Secretary of State shall endorse on the certified copy of 
each regulation or order of repeal filed with or delivered to him, the time 
and date of filing and shall maintain a permanent file of the certified 
copies of regulations and orders of repeal for public inspection. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 111; amended by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1425; and by Stats. 1953, Ch. 1362. 
Filing with County Clerks 
11382.5. Within 10 days from the receipt of printed copies of the 
California Administrative Code or of the California Administrative 
Register from the State Printing Office, the department shall file one copy 
of the particular issue of the code or register in the office of the county 
clerk of each county in this State, or if the authority to accept filings on 
his behalf has been delegated by the county clerk of any county pursuant 
to Section 26803.5 of this code, in the office of the person to whom such 
authority has been delegated. 
Hlstory-Added by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1425; amended by Stats. 1949, Ch. 313; and by Stats. 1951, Ch. 1600. 
Presumptions from Filing 
11383. The filing of a certified copy of a regulation or an order of repeal 
with the Secretary of State raises the rebuttable presumption that: 
(a) It was duly adopted. 
(b) It was duly filed and tnade available for public inspection at the day 
and hour endorsed on it. 
(c) All requirements of this chapter and the regulations of the 
department relative to such regulation have been complied with. 
(d) The text of the certified copy of a regulation or order of repeal is 
the text of the regulation or order of repeal as adopted. 
The courts shall take judicial notice of the contents of the certified copy 
of each regulation and of each order of repeal duly filed. 
HistoJY-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 111; amended by Stats. 1945, Ch. 1356; by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1425; and 
by Stats. 1953, Ch. 963. 
Presumptions from Publication 
11384. The publication of a regulation in the California Administrative 
Code or Register raises a rebuttable presumption that the text of the 
regulation as so published is the text of the regulation adopted. 
The courts shall take judicial notice of the contents of each regulation 
or notice of the repeal of a regulation printed in the California 
Administrative Code or California Administrative Register. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 111; amended by Stats. 1945, Ch. 1356; and by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1175 
and Ch. 1425. 
CrO&'-reference-Evid. C., Sees. 4tH, 452. 
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Voluntary Filing and Publication 
11385. With the approval of the department any state agency may file 
with the Secretary of State and the department may publish in such 
manner as it believes proper any regulation or order of repeal of a 
regulation not required by this article to be filed with the. Secretary of 
State. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 111; amended by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1175 and Ch. 1425. 
Article 3. The California Administrative Register and Code 
Sec. 11409. Codification and Publication Sec. 11411. Publication Date 
Sec. 11409.5. County Clerks to Receive Code Sec. 11412. Form of Publication 
and Register Sec. 11414. Special Editions 
Sec. 11409.7. Distribution to Legislature Sec. 11415. Format to Be Adhered To 
Sec. 11410. Price at Which Sold 
Codification and Publication 
11409. The department shall: 
(a) Provide for the continuing compilation, codification and 
publication, with periodic supplements, of notices of proposed action 
pursuant to Section 11423, and all regulations required to be filed with the 
Secretary of State, or of appropriate references to any regulations the 
printing of which the department finds to be impractical, such as detailed 
schedules or forms otherwise available to the public, or which are of 
limited or particular application. 
The publication of compiled regulations shall be known as the 
"California Administrative Code," and the periodic supplements thereto, 
including notices of proposed action, shall be known as the "California 
Administrative Register." 
(b) Prescribe regulations for carrying out the provisions of Articles 2 
and 3 of this chapter. Among other things the regulations shall provide for 
the manner and form in which regulations, notice of the repeal of 
regulations, compilations, and codifications shall be prepared, printed, 
and indexed, to the end that all regulations, compilations, and 
codifications shall be prepared and published in a uniform manner and at 
the earliest practicable date and that each regulation published shall be 
accompanied by a reference to the statutory authority pursuant to which 
it was enacted. 
History-Added by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1175 and Ch. 1425; amended by Stats. 1974, Ch. 142. 
Cross-reference-See H. & S. C., Sees. 18900 to 18915. 
County Clerks to Receive Code and Register 
11409.5. The department shall supply a complete set of the California 
Administrative Code, and of the California Administrative Register, which 
have been or are published and of each supplement to such code or 
register to the county clerk of each county, or if the authority to accept 
filings on his behalf has been delegated by the county clerk of any county 
pursuant to Section 26803.5 of this code, to the person to whom such 
authority has been delegated. 
History-Added by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1425; amended by Stats. 1951, Ch. 1600. 
Cross-reference-See Gov. C. Sees. 11382.5, 14880, 14900 and 26803.5. 
each issue 
1ucmue:s notices of proposed action, 
jJuuu.n•c;u. on or after the effective date of this 
History-Added by Stats. 1974, Ch. 142; "'"''"meu 1976, Ch. 615. 
Price at Which Sold 
11410. The and California 
'lt:>n<>rtment of General Services 
costs incurred for printing, 
11415. After the regulations of a state agency have been published by 
the department, any subsequent printings or reprinting of those 
regulations shall be printed in the format (including the numbering 
2-76140 
event an emergency 
of an existing regulation, upon failure 
certificate of compliance as provided in (a) above, the regulation as it 
existed prior to such emergency amendment shall thereupon become 
effective and, after notice to the adopting agency by the Office 
Administrative Hearings shall be reprinted in the California 
Administrative Code in the place of emergency amendment. 
In the event a regulation is originally adopted and filed as an 
emergency and the adopting agency fails to file a certificate of compliance 
as provided in (a) above, such failure shall constitute a 
after notice to the adopting ae:encv bv the Office 
Hearings, shall be deleted from 
Stats. 1957, Ch. 1919; amended by Stats. 1959, Ch. 2180; by 
Ch. 
Notice of Proposed Action 
11423. At least 30 days prior to the 
a regulation, notice of the proposed action 
(a) Published in such newspaper of na,na•·o 
industry publication, as the state agency prescribe. 
Filed with the Senate Committee on Rules 
Assembly. 
(c) Mailed to every person who filed a reauest notice t-h.<>..-<>nt-
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the state agency. 
In cases in which the state agency is within a state department, 
uu'"" .... or delivered to the director of such department. 
appropriate in the judgment of the state agency, ( 1) mailed 
or group of persons whom the agency believes to be 
'""'?'""'''""""' in the proposed action and, (2) published in such additional 
manner as the state agency shall prescribe. 
to the Office of Administrative Hearings for publication 
next issue of the California Administrative Register as prepared by 
the form or manner notice is prescribed by statute in any 
case, in addition to filing and mailing notice as required herein, 
notice shall be published, posted, mailed, filed or otherwise publicized 
as prescribed by that statute. 
The failure to mail notice to any person as provided in this section shall 
not invalidate any action taken by a state agency pursuant to this article. 
provisions of Article 5 of Chapter 1 of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 
of the Government Code shall not apply to the publication of newspaper 
notices under this section. 
History-Added by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1425; amended by Stats. 1949, Ch. 313; by Stats. 1957, Ch. 1751; by 
Stats. 1959, Ch. 2180; by Stats. 197 4, Ch. 142; and by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1231. 
Contents of Notice 
11424. The notice of proposed adoption, amendment, or repeal of a 
regulation shall include: 
(a) A statement of the time, place, and nature of proceedings for 
adoption, amendment, or repeal of the regulation; 
(b) Reference to the authority under which the regulation is proposed 
a reference to the particular code sections or other provisions of law 
which are being implemented, interpreted, or made specific. 
Either the express terms or an informative summary of the 
proposed action; 
(d) An estimate, prepared as prescribed by the Department of 
Finance, of the cost to any local agency or school district that is required 
to be reimbursed under the provisions of Section 2231 of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code. 
Such other matters as are prescribed by statute applicable to the 
snecific state agency or to any specific regulation or class of regulations. 
History-Added by Stats. 1947, Ch. 1425; amended by Stats. 1957, Ch. 1751; and by Stats.l976, Ch. 1231. 
Proceedings 
11425. On the date and at the time and place designated in the notice 
state agency shall afford any interested person or his duly authorized 
representative, or both, the opportunity to present statements, 
or contentions in writing, with or without opportunity to 
same orally. The state agency shall consider all relevant 
matter presented to it before adopting, amending or repealing any 
regulation. 
In any hearing under this section the state agency or its duly authorized 
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Payment of Costs 
Power to Administer Oaths 
context or matter otherwise 
"Agency" includes the state boards, commissions and officers enu-
in Section 11501 and those to which this chapter is made applica-
by except that wherever the word "agency" alone is used the 
to act may be delegated by the agency and wherever the words 
i:l!Sew..:y itself' are used the power to act shall not be delegated unless the 
statutes relating to the particular agency authorize delegation of the 
agency's power to hear decide. 
"Party" includes the agency, the respondent and any person, other 
than an officer or an employee of the agency in his official capacity, who 
has been allowed to appear in the proceeding. 
"Respondent" means any person against whom an accusation is 
pursuant to Section 11503 or against whom a statement of issues is 
filed pursuant to Section 11504. 
(d) "Hearing officer" means a hearing officer qualified under Section 
11502. 
"Agency member" means any person who is a member of any 
to which this chapter is applicable and includes any person who 
nnnsen constitutes an agency. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 867; amended by Stats. 1947, Ch. 491. 
Chapter 
The procedure of any agency shall be conducted pursuant 
to the provisions of this chapter only as to those functions to which this 
chapter is made applicable by the statutes relating to the particular 
agency. 
(b) The enumerated agencies referred to in Section 11500 are: 
Board of Dental Examiners of California. 
of Medical Quality Assurance of the State of California. each of 
Director 
Bureau 











of San San 
Retirement 
to Section 
·echnici.an Examiners the 
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Services. 
of Landscape Architects. 
Control. 
Ch. Bfii; amended by Stats. 1947, Ch. 491; by Stats. 1949, Ch. 314; by Stats. 
961; by Stats. 1955, Ch. 453; by Stats. 1957, Ch. 1932; by Stats. 1957, Ch. 
Stats. 1961, Ch. 2071; by Stats. 1963, Ch. 1394; by Stats. 1965, Ch. 1456; by 
Ch. 716; by Stats. 1972, Ch. 749; by Stats. 1973, Ch. 142; by Stats. 1973, 
and by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1185. 
Editorial Note: Other agencies not specifically enumerated but covered by the provisions of Section 
11501 (a) to which this chapter is made applicable include: Teachers' Retirement System (Section 22217, 
Education Code), Fair Political Practices Commission (Section 83116, Government Code), Occupational 
Safety and Health Standards Board (Section 146, Labor Code), Occupational Safety and Health Appeals 
Board (Sections 6603-6607, Labor Code), Alr Resources Board (Sections 40807,43641, Health and Safety 
Code), Office of the Attorney General (Section 12534, Government Code), Cancer Advisory Council 
(Sections 1720 and l704(e), Health and Safety Code), Secretary of Resources Agency (Section 25845(b), 
Health and Safety Code) and Commission on Teacher Preparation and Licensing (Section 44246, Educa-
tion Code). 
Appointment of Hearing Officers 
11502. All of state agencies required to be conducted under 
this chapter shall conducted by hearing officers on the staff of the 
Office of Administrative Hearings. The Director of the Office of Adminis-
trative Hearings has power to appoint a staff of hearing officers for the 
office as provided in Section 11370.3 of the Government Code. Each hear-
ing officer shall have been admitted to practice law in this state for at least 
five years immediately preceding his appointment and shall possess any 
additional qualifications established by the State Personnel Board for the 
particular class of position involved. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. Bfii; amended by Stats, 1961, Ch. 2048; and by Stats. 1971, Ch. 1303. 
Accusation 
11503. A hearing to determine whether a right, authority, license or 
privilege should be revoked, suspended, limited or conditioned shall be 
initiated by filing an accusation. The accusation shall be a written state-
ment of charges which shall set forth in ordinary and concise language the 
acts or omissions with which the respondent is charged, to the end that 
the respondent will be able to prepare his defense. It shall specify the 
statutes and rules which the respondent is alleged to have violated, but 
shall not consist merely of charges phrased in the language of such statutes 
and rules. The accusation shall be verified unless made by a public officer 
acting in his official capacity or by an employee of the agency before 
which the proceeding is to be held. The verification may be on informa-
tion and belief. 
History-Added by Ch. 1945, Ch. Bfii; amended by Stats. 1947, Ch. 491. 
Statement of Issues 
11504. A hearing to determine whether a right, authority, license or 
privilege should be granted, issued or renewed shall be initiated by filing 
a statement of issues. The statement of issues shall be a written statement 
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specifying the statutes and rules the must 
compliance by producing proof at the hearing, and in addition any par-
ticular matters which have come to the attention of the intiating party and 
which would authorize a denial of the agency action sought. The state-
ment of issues shall be verifed unless made by a public officer acting in 
his official capacity or by an employee of the agency before which the 
proceeding is to be held. The verification may Le on information and 
belief. The statement of issues shall be served in the same manner as an 
accusation; provided, that, if the hearing is held at the request of the 
respondent, the provisions of Sections 11505 and 11506 shall not apply and 
the statement of issues together with the notice of hearing shall be deliv-
ered or mailed to the parties as provided in Section 11509. Unless a state-
ment to respondent is served pursuant to Section 11505, a copy of Sections 
11507.5, 11507.6 and 11507.7, and the name and address of the person to 
whom requests permitted by Section 11505 may be made, shall be served 
with the statement of issues. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. Bfii; amended by Stats. 1947, Ch. 491; and by Stats. 1968, Ch. 808. 
References to Accusations Include Statements of Issue 
11504.5. In the following sections of this chapter, all references to accu-
sations shall be deemed to be applicable to statements of issues except in 
those cases mentioned in subdivision (a) of Section 11505 and Section 
11506 where compliance is not required. 
History-Added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 856. 
Service of Accusation; What Included 
11505. (a) Upon the filing of the accusation the agency shall serve a 
copy thereof on the respondent as provided in subdivision (c) . The agency 
may include with the accusation any information which it deems appropri-
ate, but it shall include a post card or other form entitled Notice of Defense 
which, when signed by or on behalf of the respondent and returned to the 
agency, will acknowledge service of the accusation and constitute a notice 
of defense under Section 11506. The copy of the accusation shall include 
or be accompanied by (1) a statement that respondent may request a 
hearing by filing a notice of defense as provided in Section 11506 within 
15 days after service upon him of the accusation, and that failure to do so 
will constitute a waiver of his right to a hearing, and (2) copies of Sections 
11507.5, 11507.6, and 11507.7. 
(b) The statement to respondent shall be substantially in following 
form: 
Unless a written request for a hearing signed by or on behalf of the 
person named as respondent in the accompanying accusation is delivered 
or mailed to the agency within 15 days after the accusation was personally 
served on you or mailed to you, [here insert name of agency] may proceed 
upon the accusation without a hearing. The request for a hearing may be 
made by delivering or mailing the enclosed form entitled Notice of De-
fense, or by delivering or mailing a notice of defense as provided by 
Section 11506 of the Government Code to: [here insert name and address 
of agency]. You may, but need not, be represented by counsel at any or 




not state acts 
it is so 
prepare 
pecmeu may Hie one more notices 
or but all notices shall 
unless the agency in its authorizes the 
even if 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 8f)(; amended by Stats. 1963, 931. 
Amended or ;,upp•JeJrnent<'ll 
11507. matter is submitted uec1smn the 
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agency may file or filing ot an amended or supplementa 
accusation. All parties shall be notified thereof. If the amended or 
mental accusation presents new charges the agency shall afford respond-
ent a reasonable opportunity to prepare his defense thereto, but 
not be entitled to file a further pleading unless agency in its discretion 
so orders. Any new charges shall be deemed controverted, and any 
tions to the amended or supplemental accusation may be made orally and 
be noted in the record. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 857. 
Cross-reference--..'>ee Gov. C. Sec. 11516. 
lliscovery Limitations 
11507.5. The provisions of Section 11507.6 provide the exclusive 
to and method of discovery as to any proceeding governed by this chapter. 
History-Added by Stats. 1968, Ch. 808. 
Discovery Rights and Procedure 
11507.6 After initiation of a proceeding in which a respondent or other 
party is entitled to a hearing on the merits, a party, upon written request 
made to another party, prior to the hearing and within 30 days after 
service by the agency of the initial pleading or within 15 days after such 
service of an additional pleading, is entitled to (1) obtain the names and 
addresses of witnesses to the extent known to the other party, including, 
but not limited to, those intended to be called to testify at the hearing, and 
(2) inspect and make a copy of any of the following in the possession or 
custody or under the control of the other party: 
(a) A statement of a person, other than the respondent, named in 
initial administrative pleading, or in any additional pleading, when it is 
claimed that the act or omission of the respondent as to 
basis for the administrative proceeding; 
(b) A statement pertaining to the subject matter 
made by any party to another party or person; 
(c) Statements of witnesses then proposed to be called by the party 
of other persons having personal knowledge of the 
events which are the basis for the proceeding, not included m ! a l or 
above; 
(d) All writings, including but not limited to.,.,.,_,...,..," 
and blood examinations and things which the 
in evidence; 
(e) Any other writing or thing which is relevant and which 
admissible in evidence; 
(f) Investigative reports made by or on behalf of the agency or 
party pertaining to the subject matter of the proceeding, to the extent that 
such reports ( 1) contain the names and addresses of witnesses or of 
sons having personal knowledge of the acts, omissions or events 
the basis for the proceeding, or (2) reflect matters percei' 
investigator in the course of his investigation, or (3) contain or 








and additional evidence as the court may 
(f) Unless otherwise stipulated by the parties, the court 
than 30 days after the filing of the petition file its order denymg or 
ing the petition, provided, however, the court may on its own motion 
good cause extend such time an additional30 days. The order of the court 
shall be in writing setting forth the matters or parts thereof the 
is entitled to discover under Section 11507.6. A copy 
forthwith be served by mail by the clerk upon the 
order grants the petition in whole or in part, such shall not become 
effective until 10 days after the date the order is served by the 
Where the order denies relief to the petitioning party, the order 
effective on the date it is served by the clerk. 
(g) The order of the superior court shall be final and not subject to 
review by appeaL A party aggrieved by such order, or any part thereof, 
may within 15 days after the service of the superior court's order serve and 
file in the appropriate court of appeal a petition for a writ of mandamus 
to compel the superior court to set aside or otherwise modify its order. 
Where such review is sought from an order granting discovery, the order 
of the trial court and the administrative proceeding shall be stayed upon 
the filing of the petition for writ of mandamus, provided, however, the 
court of appeal may dissolve or modify the stay thereafter if it is in the 
public interest to do so. Where such review is sought from a denial of 
discovery, neither the trial court's order nor the administrative proceed-
ing shall be stayed by the court of appeal except upon a clear showing of 
probable error. 
(h) Where the superior court finds that a party or his attorney, without 
substantial justification, failed or refused to comply with Section 11507.6, 
or, without substantial justification, filed a petition to compel discovery 
pursuant to this section, or, without substantial justification, failed to com-
ply with any order of court made pursuant to this section, the court may 
award court costs and reasonable attorney fees to the opposing party. 
Nothing in this subdivision shall limit the power of the superior court to 
compel obedience to its orders by contempt proceedings. 
History-Added by Stats. 1968, Ch. 808; amended by Stats. 1971, Ch. 1303. 
Time and Place of Hearing 
11508. (a) The agency shall consult the office, and subject to the avail-
ability of its staff, shall determine the time and place of hearing. The 
hearing shall be held in San Francisco if the transaction occurred or the 
respondent resides within the First Appellate District, in the County of 
Los Angeles if the transaction occurred or the respondent resides within 
the Second or Fourth Appellate District, and in the County of Sacramento 
if the transaction occurred or the respondent resides within the Third or 
Fifth Appellate District. 
(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (a): 
( 1) If the transaction occurred in a district other than that of 
respondent's residence, the agency may select the county appropri-
ate for either district. 
the 
state. 
Ch. 867; amended by Stats. Hl63, Ch. 710; and by Stats. 1967, Ch. 17. 
Sec. 20133, and Ed. C. Sec. 22217, as to retirement hearings. See also Gov. 
24300 Beverage Control hearings. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 867. 
member 
disqualification 
in the particular case. 
The proceedings at 
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Histoz:y-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 867; amended by Stats. 1973, Ch. 231. 
Evidence Rules 
11513. (a) Oral evidence shall be or affirmation. 
(b) Each party shall have these rights: to examine witnesses; 
to introduce exhibits; to cross-examine opposing witnesses on any matter 
relevant to the issues even though that matter was not covered in the 
direct examination; to impeach any witness regardless of which party 
called him to testify; and to rebut the evidence against him. If respondent 
does not testify in his own behalf he may be called and examined as if 
under cross-examination. 
(c) The hearing need not be conducted according to technical rules 
relating to evidence and witnesses. Any relevant evidence shall be 
ted if it is the sort of evidence on which responsible persons are accus-
tomed to rely in the conduct of serious affairs, regardless of the existence 
of any common law or statutory rule which might make improper the 
admission of such evidence over objection in civil actions. Hearsay evi-
dence may be used for the purpose of supplementing or explaining other 
evidence but shall not be sufficient in itself to support a finding unless it 
would be admissible over objection in civil actions. The rules of privilege 
shall be effective to the extent that they are otherwise required by statute 
to be recognized at the hearing, and irrelevant and unduly repetitious 
evidence shall be excluded. 
(d) The hearing shall be conducted in the English language. The pro-
ponent of any testimony to be offered by a witness who does not profi-
ciently speak the English language shall provide an interpreter, approved 
by the hearing officer conducting the proceeding as proficient in 
English language and the language in which witness will testify, to 
serve as interpreter during the hearing. cost of the interpreter shall 
be paid by the agency having jurisdiction over the matter if the hearing 
officer so directs, otherwise by the party providing the interpreter. The 
Office of Administrative Hearings may compile and publish a list of inter-
preters known to be proficient in various languages. Any person whose 
name appears upon such a list shall be deemed to be approved by the 
hearing officer hearing the case. 
Histoz:y-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 867; amended by Stats. 1965, Ch. 299; and by Stats. 1972, Ch. 1390. 
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Evidence Affidavit 
At any time 10 or more days prior to a hearing or a con-
tinued hearing, any party may or deliver to the opposing party a 
of any affidavit which he proposes to introduce in evidence, together 
a notice as provided in subdivision (b). Unless the opposing party, within 
seven after such mailing or delivery, mails or delivers to the propo-
nent a request to cross-examine an affiant, right to cross-examine such 
is waived and the affidavit, if introduced in evidence, shall be given 
same effect as if affiant had testified orally. If an opportunity to 
cross-examine an affiant is not afforded after request therefor is made as 
provided, the affidavit may be introduced in evidence, b 1t shall be 
only the same effect as other hearsay evidence. 
(b) The notice referred to in subdivision (a) shall be substantially in the 
following form: 
The accompanying affidavit of (here insert name of affiant) will be 
introduced as evidence at the hearing in (here insert title of proceeding). 
(Here insert name of affiant) will not be called to testify orally and you 
will not he entitled to question him unless you notify (here insert name 
of the proponent or his attorney) at (here insert address) that you wish 
to cross-examine him. To be effective your request must be mailed or 
delivered to (here insert name of proponent or his attorney) on or before 
(here insert a date seven days after the date of mailing or delivering the 
affidavit to the opposing party). 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 867; repealed and added by Stats. 1947, Ch. 491. 
Official Notice 
11515. In reaching a decision official notice may be taken, either 
before or after submission of the case for decision, of any generally accept-
ed technical or scientific matter within the agency's special field, and of 
any fl"ct which may be judicially noticed by the courts of this State. Parties 
present at the hearing shall be informed of the matters to be noticed, and 
those matters shall be noted in the record, referred to therein, or append-
ed thereto. Any such party shall be given a reasonable opportunity on 
request to refute the officially noticed matters by evidence or by written 
or oral presentation of authority, the manner of such refutation to be 
determined by the agency. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 867. 
Cross-reference-Evid. C. Sees. 451, 452; Gov. C. Sees. 11383, 11384. 
Amendment of Accusation After Submission 
11516. The agency may order amendment of the accusation after sub-
mission of the case for decision. Each party shall be given notice of the 
intended amendment and opportunity to show that he will be prejudiced 
thereby unless the case is reopened to permit the introduction of addition-
al evidence in his behalf. If such prejudice is shown the agency shall 
reopen the case to permit the introduction of additional evidence. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 867. 
31-
suspension or revocation 
become effective. 
be sent to such officer 
History-Added by Stats, 1945, Ch, 867; amended by Stats. 1949, Ch. 314; and by Stats. 1976, Ch. 476. 
to file a notice of defense or to ap-
take action based upon the respond-
auuw'"•uu" or upon other evidence and affidavits may 
lutalce without any notice to respondent; and where the burden 
of is on the respondent to establish that is entitled to the agency 
action sought, the agency may act without taking evidence. 
Nothing herein shall be construed to deprive the responc.ent of the 
to make any showing by way of mitigation. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 867; amended by Stats. 1947, Ch. 491; and by Stats. 1963, Ch. 931. 
Reconsideration 
11521. (a) The agency itself may order a reconsideration of all or part 
of case on its own motion or on petition of any party. The power to 
order a reconsideration shall expire 30 days after the delivery or mailing 
a decision to respondent, or on the date set by the agency itself as the 
effective date of the decision if such date occurs prior to the expiration of 
the 30-day or at the termination of a stay of not to exceed 30 days 
which the agency may grant for the purpose of filing an application for 
reconsideration. If no action is taken on a petition within the time allowed 
for ordering reconsideration the petition shall be deemed denied. 
(b) The case may be reconsidered by the agency itself on all the perti-
nent parts of the record and such additional evidence and argument as 
may be permitted, or may be assigned to a hearing officer. A reconsidera-
tion assigned to a hearing officer shall be subject to the procedure provid-
ed in Section 11517. If oral evidence is introduced before the agency itself 
no aE,ency member may vote unless he heard the evidence. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 867; amended by Stats. 1953, Ch. 964. 
Petition for Reinstatement or Reduction of Penalty 
11522. A person whose license has been revoked or suspended may 
petition the agency for reinstatement or reduction of penalty after a 
period of not less than one year has elapsed from the effective date of the 
decision or from the date of the denial of a similar petition. The agency 
give notice to the Attorney General of the filing of the petition and 
the Attorney General and the petitioner shall be afforded an opportunity 
to present either oral or written argument before the agency itself. The 
agency itself shall decide the petition, and the decision shall include the 
reasons therefor. This section shall not apply if the statutes dealing with 
the particular agency contain different provisions for reinstatement or 
reduction of penalty. 
Histozy-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 867. 
judicial Review 
11523. Judicial review may be had by filing a petition for a writ of 
mandate in accordance with the provisions of the Code of Civil Prnf'PrltlrP 
Cross-reference-See CC.P. Sec. 1094.5, post; B. & P.C. Sec. 7013. 
Continuance 
may grant continuances. When a hearing officer of 
Hearings has been assigned to such hearing, 
continuance may be granted except by him or by the hearing officer 
appropriate regional office of the Office of Administrative 
good cause shown. 
Stats. l94l'i, Ch. 867; amended by Stats. 1953, Ch. 962; by Stats. 1963, Ch. 842; and 
11525. If any person in proceedings before an agency disobeys or re-
order or refuses to respond to a subpoena, or refuses to take 
or affirmation as a witness or thereafter refuses to be examined, 
of misconduct during a hearing or so near the place thereof as 
obstruct the proceeding, the agency shall certify the facts to the superi-
court in and for the county where the proceedings are held. The court 
thereupon issue an order directing the person to appear before the 
court show cause why he should not be punished as for contempt. The 
and a copy of the certified statement shall be served on the person. 
court shall have jurisdiction of the matter. The same pro-
be had, the same penalties may be imposed and the person 
•nargea may purge himself of the contempt in the same way, as in the case 
a person who has committed a contempt in the trial of a civil action 
fore a court. 
History-Added by Stats. 1945, Ch. 867. 
History-Added by renumbering Section 23.8, Ch. 582. 
same a!JIJUt:ain 
Record of Conviction 
as Evidence 
117. 
Lack of Good Character 
licentiate of the business 
suspension or revocation 
revoKea on the grounds 
.,w.u.1ar relating to an 
licensure of persons 
of Division 3, or 









(3) Done any act 
sian in question, 
The board 
History-Added by Stats. 1972, Ch. 900; repealed and 
1976, Ch. 947. 
Criteria to Detennine Related to uu;:um;;;"" 
481. Each board 
to aid it, when conMut::a 
cense, to determine whPrnPr 
qualifications, 
History-Added by Stats. 1972, Ch. 900; amended Stats. 1974, Ch. 1321. 
Criteria to Evaluate .n~!Jla'OJJ'JfiJ!tltm 
482. Each 
to evaluate the 
(a) Considering 
or 
(b) Considering suspension o:r :revocation 
490. 
Each board 
tion furnished by the appncant or u~.;eu"'"'"'· 
History-Added by Stats. 1972, Ch. 900; amended by 
History-Added by Stats. 1972, Ch. amended by Stats. 1974, Ch. 1321. 
History-Added by Stats. 1972, Ch. 903; amended by Stats. 1974, Ch. 1321. 
ex-Licensee 
susnension or revocation a license 
IJ"''"u'.cou in Section 
~~~.,~~;~~~ of Section 11522 of 
to 
History-Added by Stats. 1972, Ch. 903; amended Stats. 1974, 1321; and Stats. 1975, Ch. (Jl8. 
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complied with during the pendency such pr·oc«~e<1m,gs. 
History-Added Stats. 1945, Ch. 868; amended by Stats. 1949, Ch. 358; 
by Stats. 1975 (2nd Sess.), Ch. 1. 
Elementary 
44932. No permanent employee 
more of the following causes: 
Code 
(a) Immoral or unprofessional conduct. 
(b) Commission, aiding, or advocating 




(e) Evident unfitness for service. 




to instruct or associate 
(g) Persistent violation of or refusal to obey school laws 
or reasonable regulations prescribed for the government 
schools by the State Board of Education or by the governing 
school district employing him. 
(h) Conviction of a felony or of any crime involving 
(i) Violation of Section 51530 of this code or conduct ~IJecnu::u 
tion 1028 of the Government Code, added by Chapter 
of 1947. 
(j) Violation of any provision in Sections 7001 to 
code. 
(k) Knowing membership by the employee in the """'"''""'""'""'" 
History-Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
Other Grounds for Dismissal 
44933. A permanent employee may be w:.11u"""'u 
professional conduct consisting of acts or omissions 
fied in Section 44932, but any such charge 
behavior deemed to constitute unprofessional conduct. 
Hhtory-Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
Charges and Notice of Intention to Discharge .nmp1o. 
44934. Upon the filing of written charges, duly ,,.,.uocu. 
the person filing them, with the governing board of 
upon a written statement of charges formulated by the govern' 
charging that there exists cause for the dismissal of a perrrtarter:tt 
of the district, the governing board may, upon majori .. " uAJ.a AVi'>P.T)t 
provided in this article ifit deems the action necessary, 
permanent employee of its intention to dismiss at 
30 days from the date of service of the notice, unless the 
mands a hearing as provided in this article. 
Any written statement of charges of unprofessional 
-42 
tency. 
History-Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
Service of Notice and Attachments 
44936. The notice shall not given hPlruu•Pn 
15th in any year. It shall be in writing and be served 
personally or by United States registered 
known address. A copy of charges filed, containing 
required by Section 11503 Government Code, together 
of the provisions of this shall be attached to the notice. 
History-Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
Unprofessional Conduct or Incompetency; Notice of Charges 
44938. The governing board of any school district 
any charges of unprofessional conduct or incompetency 
preceding term or half school year prior to the date of 
charge, and at least 90 days prior to the date of the filing, the board or its 
authorized representative has given the employee against whom the 
charge is filed, written notice of the unprofessional conduct or incompe-
tency, specifying the nature thereof with such specific instanc"es ofbehav-
ior and with such particularity as to furnish the employee an opportunity 
to correct his faults and overcome the grounds for such charge. The writ-
ten notice shall include the evaluation made pursuant to Article 11 
mencing with Section 44660) of Chapter 3 of this part, if applicable to 
employee. "Unprofessional conduct" and "incompetency" as used in 
section means, and refers only to, the unprofessional conduct and in-
competency particularly specified as a cause for dismissal in Sections 44932 
and 44933 and does not include any other cause for dismissal specified in 
Section 44932. 
History-Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
Conduct of Hearing; Decision 
44944. (a) In the event a hearing is requested by the employee, 
hearing shall be commenced within 60 days from the date of the em-
ployee's demand for a hearing. The hearing shall be initiated, conducted, 
and a decision made in accordance with Chapter 5 (commencing with 
Section 11500) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code, 
provided, however, that the hearing date shall be established after consul-
tation with the employee and the governing board, or representa-
tives, and the Commission on Professional Competence shall have all the 
power granted to an agency therein, except that the right of discovery 
the parties shall not be limited to those matters set forth in Section 11507.6 
of the Government Code but shall include the rights and duties of any 
party in a civil action brought in a superior court. In all cases, discovery 
shall be completed prior to seven calendar days before the date upon 
-44-
t:l>Vnorlont>a within 10 
a disnosi-
employee should be msm1ssea. 
employee should not 
decisJion of the Commission on Professional cc,m·oe·terlce 
the final decision of the governing 
may adopt from time to time rules and procedures not 
inconsistent with provisions of this section, as may be necessary to ~cr~~ .... 
ate this section. 
The governing board and the employee shall have right to be repre-
sented by counsel. 
(d) ( 1) If the member selected by the governing board or the member 
selected by the employee is employed by any school district in California, 
such member shall, during any service on a Commission on Professional 
Competence, continue to receive salary, fringe benefits, accumulated 
leave, and other leaves and benefits from the district in which the member 
is employed, but shall receive no additional compensation or honorariums 
for service on the commission. 
(2) If service on a Commission on Professional Competence occurs 
during summer recess or vacation periods, the member shall receive com-
pensation proportionate to that received during the current or immedi-
ately preceding contract period from the member's employing district. 
(e) If the governing board orders the dismissal of the employee, the 
governing board and the employee shall share equally the expenses of the 
hearing, including the cost of the hearing officer; and the state shall pay 
any costs incurred under subdivision (d) (2) above, and the reasonable 
expenses, as determined by the hearing officer, of the member selected 
by the governing board and the member selected by the employee, and 
the cost of the substitute or substitutes, if any, for the member selected by 
the governing board and the member selected by the employee. The State 
Controller shall pay all claims submitted pursuant to this paragraph from 
the General Fund, and may prescribe reasonable rules, regulations and 
forms for the submission of such claims. The employee and the governing 
board shall pay their own attorney fees. 
If the governing board orders that the employee not be dismissed, the 
governing board shall pay all expenses of the hearing, including the cost 
of the hearing officer, and any costs incurred under subdivision (d) (2) 
above, and the reasonable expenses, as determined by the hearing officer, 
of the member selected by the governing board and the member selected 
by the employee, and the cost of the substitute or substitutes, if any, for 
the member selected by the governing board and the member selected 
by the employee, and reasonable attorney fees incurred by the employee. 
HiStory-Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
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Dismissal of Probationary Employees During School Year 
44948. Governing boards of school districts shall dismiss probationary 
employees during the school year for cause only, as in the case of perma-
nent employees. 
History--Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
Cause~ Notice and Right to Hearing Required for Dismissal of 
Probationary Employee 
44949. (a) No later than March 15 and before an employee is given 
notice by the governing board that his services will not be required for the 
ensuing year, the governing board and the employee shall be given writ-
ten notice by the ·superintendent of the district or his designee, or in the 
case of a district which has no superintendent by the clerk or secretary of 
the governing board, thai: it has been recommended that such notice be 
given to the employee, and stating the reasons therefor. 
If a probationary employee has been in the employ of the district for less 
than 45 days on March 15, the giving of such notice may be deferred until 
the 45th day of employment and all time period and deadline dates herein 
prescribed shall be coextensively extended. 
Until the employee has requested a hearing as provided in subdivision 
(b) or has waived his right to a hearing, the notice and the reasons therefor 
shall be confidential and shall not be divulged by any person, except as 
may be necessary in the performance of duties; however, the violation of 
this requirement of confidentiality, in and of itself, shall not in any manner 
be construed as affecting the validity of any hearing conducted pursuant 
to this section. 
(b) The employee may request a hearing to determine if there is cause 
for not reemploying him for the ensuing year. A request for a hearing must 
be in writing and must be delivered to the person who sent the notice 
purscant to subdivision (a), on or before a date specified therein, which 
shall not be less than seven days after the date on which the notice is 
served upon the employee. If an employee fails to request a hearing on 
or before the date specified, his failure to do so shall constitute his waiver 
of his right to a hearing. The.notice provided for in subdivision (a) shall 
advise the employee of the provisions of this subdivision. 
(c) In the event a hearing is requested by the employee, the proceed-
ing shall be conducted and a decision made in accordance with Chapter 
5 (commencing with Section 11500) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the 
Government Code and the governing board shall have all the power 
granted to an agency therein, except that: (1) the respondent shall file his 
notice of defense, if any, within five days after service upon him of the 
accusation and he shall be notified of such five-day period for filing in the 
accusation; (2) the discovery authorized by Section 11507.6 of the Govern-
ment Code shall be available only if request is made therefor within 15 
days after service of the accusation, and the notice required by Section 
11505 of the Government Code shall so indicate; and (3) the hearing shall 
be conducted by a hearing officer who shall prepare a proposed decision, 
containing findings of fact and a determination as to whether the charges 
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sustained by the evidence are related to the Welfare of the schools and the 
pupils thereof. The proposed decision shall be prepared for the governing 
board and shall contain a determination as to the sufficiency of the cause 
and a recommendation as to disposition. However, the governing board 
shall make the final determination as to the sufficiency of the cause and 
disposition. None of the findings, recommendations, or determinations 
contained in the proposed decision prepared by the hearing officer shall 
be binding on the governing board or on any court in future litigation. 
Copies of the proposed decision shall be submitted to the governing board 
and to the employee on or before May 7 of the year in which the proceed-
ing is commenced. All expenses of the hearing, including the cost of the 
hearing officer, shall be paid by the governing board from the district 
funds. The board may adopt from time to time such rules and procedures 
not inconsistent with provisions of this section, as may be necessary to 
effectuate this section. 
(d) The governing board's determination not to teemploy a probation-
ary employee for the ensuing school year shall be for cause only. The 
determination of the governing board as to the sufficiency of the cause 
pursuant to this section shall be conclusive, but the cause shall relate solely 
to the welfare of the schools and the pupils thereof and provided that 
cause shall include termination of services for the reasons specified in 
Section 44955. The decision made after the hearing shall be effective on 
May 15 of the year the proceeding is commenced. 
(e) Notice to the probationary employee by the governing board that 
his service will not be required for the ensuing year, shall be given no later 
than May 15. 
(f) If a governing board notifies a probationary employee that his serv-
ices will not be required for the ensuing year, the board shall, within 10 
days after delivery to it of the employee's written request, provide him 
with a statement of its reasons for not reemploying him for the ensuing 
school year. 
(g) Any notice or request shall be deemed sufficient when it is deliv-
ered in person to the employee to whom it is directed, or when it is 
deposited in the United States registered mail, postage prepaid and ad-
dressed to the last known address of the employee. 
(h) In the event that the governing board does not give notice provid-
ed for in subdivision (e) of this section on or before May 15, the employee 
shall be deemed reemployed for the ensuing school year. 
(i) If after request for hearing pursuant to subdivision (b) any continu-
ance is granted pursuant to Government Code Section 11524, the dates 
prescribed in subdivisions (c), (d), (e) and (h) which occur on or after 
the date of granting the continuance shall be extended for a period of time 
equal to such continuance. 
History-Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
Reduction in Number of Permanent Employees 
44955. No permanent employee shall be deprived of his position for 
causes other than those specified in Sections 44892, 44907 and 44923, and 
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Sections 44932 to 44947, inclusive, and no probationary employee shall be 
deprived of his position for cause other than as specified in Sections 44948 
and 44949, except in accordance with the provisions of Sections 44955 to 
44961, inclusive. 
Whenever in any school year the average daily attendance in all of the 
schools of a district for the first six months in which school is in session shall 
have declined below the corresponding period of either of the previous 
two school years, or whenever a particular kind of service is to be reduced 
or discontinued not later than the beginning of the following school year, 
and when in the opinion of the governing board of said district it shall have 
become necessary by reason of either of such conditions to de :rease the 
number of permanent employees in said district, the said governing board 
may terminate the services of not more than a corresponding percentage 
of the certificated employees of said district, permanent as well as proba-
tionary, at the close of the school year; provided, that the services of no 
permanent employee may be terminated under the provisions of this 
section while any probationary employee, or any other employee with less 
seniority, is retained to render a service which said permanent employee 
is certificated and competent to render. 
Notice of such termination of services either for a reduction in attend-
ance or reduction or discontinuance of a particular kind of service to take 
effect not later than the beginning of the following school year, shall be 
given before the 15th of May in the manner prescribed in Section 44949, 
and services of such employees shall be terminated in the inverse of the 
order in which they were employed, as determined by the board in ac-
cordance with the provisions of Sections 44844 and 44845 of this code. In 
the event that a permanent or probationary employee is not given 
notices and a right to a hearing as provided for in Section 44949, he 
be dt-emed reemployed for the ensuing school year. 
The board shall make assignments and reassignments in such a manner 
that employees shall be retained to render any service which their senior-
ity and qualifications entitle them to render. 
History-Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
Community Colleges 
Arbitration Proceedings; Discovery, Evidence, and Decision 
87675. The arbitrator shall conduct proceedings in accordance with 
the provisions of Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 11500) of Part 
Division 3, Title 2, of the Government Code except that the right 
discovery of the parties shall not be limited to those matters set forth in 
Section 11507.6 of the Government Code but shall include the rights and 
duties of any party in a civil action brought in a superior court. In all cases, 
discovery shall be completed prior to one week before the date set for 
hearing. He shall determine whether there is cause to dismiss or penalize 
the employee. If he finds cause, he shall determine whether the employee 
shall be dismissed and determine the precise penalty to be imposed, and 
he shall determine whether his decision should be imposed immediately 
or postponed pursuant to Section 87672. 
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No witness shall be permitted to testify at the hearing except upon oath 
or affirmation. No testimony shall be given or evidence introduced relat-
ing to matters which occurred more than four years prior to the date of 
the filing of the notice. Evidence of records regularly kept by the govern-
ing board concerning the employee may be introduced, but no decision 
relating to the dismissal or suspension of any employee shall be made 
based on charges or evidence of any nature relating to matters occurring 
more than four years prior to the filing of the notice. 
History-Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
Conduct of Proceedings; Accusation; Notice of Defense 
87679. The administrative hearing officer shall conduct proceedings in 
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 
11500) of Part 1, Division 3, Title 2, of the Government Code except that 
the right of discovery of the parties shall not be limited to those matters 
set forth in Section 11507.6 of the Government Code but shall include the 
rights and duties of ru..~y party in a civil action brought in a superior court. 
In all cases, discovery shall be completed prior to one week before the date 
set for hearing. The written notice delivered to the employee pursuant to 
Section 87672 shall be deemed an accusation. The written objection of the 
employee delivered pursuant to Section 87673 shall be deemed the notice 
of defense. 
History-Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
qrounds for Dismissal of Permanent Employee 
87732. No regular employee shall be dismissed except for one or more 
of the following causes: 
(a) Immoral or unprofessional conduct. 
(b) Commission, aiding, or advocating the commission of acts of crimi-




(e) Evident unfitness for service. 
(f) Physical or mental condition unfitting him to instruct or associate 
with children. 
(g) Persistent violation of or refusal to obey the school laws of the state 
or reasonable regulations prescribed for the government of the public 
schools by the board of governors or by the governing board of the com-
munity district employing him. 
(h) Conviction of a felony or of any crime involving moral turpitude. 
(i) Conduct specified in Section 1028 of the Government Code, added 
by Chapter 1418 of the Statutes of 1947. 
U) Violation of any provision in Sections 7000 to 7007, inclusive. 
(k) Knowing membership by the employee in the Communist Party. 
History-Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
Unprofessional Conduct or Incompetency; Notice of Charges 
87734. The governing board of any community college district shall 
not act upon any charges of unprofessional conduct or incompetency 
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unless during the preceding term or half school year prior to the date of 
the filing of the charge, and at least 90 days prior to the date of the filing, 
the board or its authorized representative has given the employee against 
whom the charge is filed, written notice of the unprofessional conduct or 
incompetency, specifying the nature thereof with such specific instances 
of behavior and with such particularity as to furnish the employee an 
opportunity to correct his faults and overcome the grounds for such 
charge. The written notice shall include the evaluation made pursuant to 
Article 4 (commencing with Section 87660) of this chapter, if applicable 
to the employee. "Unprofessional conduct" and "incompetency" as used 
in this section means, and refers only to, the unprofessional co"l.duct and 
incompetency particularly specified as a cause for dismissal in Section 
87732 and does not include any other cause for dismissal specified in 
Section 87732. 
History-Added as part of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
Cause, Notice and Right to Hearing Required for Dismissal of 
Probationary Employee 
87740. (a) No later than March 15 and before an employee is given 
notice by the governing board that his services will not be required for the 
ensuing year, the governing board and the employee shall be given writ-
ten notice by the superintendent of the district or his designee, or in the 
case of a district which has no superintendent by the clerk or secretary of 
the governing board, that it has been recommended that such notice be 
given to the employee, and stating the reasons therefor. 
If a contract employee has been in the employ of the district for less than 
45 days on March 15, the giving of such notice may be deferred until the 
45th day of employment and all time periods and deadline dates herein 
prescribed shall be coextensively extended. 
Until the employee has requested a hearing as provided in subdivision 
(b) or has waived his right to a hearing, the notice and the reasons therefor 
shall be confidential and shall not be divulged by any person, except as 
may be necessary in the performance of duties; however, the violation of 
this requirement of confidentiality, in and of itself, shall not in any manner 
be construed as affecting the validity of any hearing conducted pursuant 
to this section. 
(b) The employee may request a hearing to determine if there is cause 
for not reemploying him for the ensuing year. A request for a hearing must 
be in writing and must be delivered to the person who sent the notice 
pursuant to subdivision (a), on or before a date specified therein, which 
shall not be less than seven days after the date on which the notice is 
served upon the employee. If an employee fails to request a hearing on 
or before the date specified, his failure to do so shall constitute his waiver 
of his right to a hearing. The notice provided for in subdivision (a) shall 
advise the employee of the provisions of this subdivision. 
(c) In the event a hearing is requested by the employee, the proceed-
ing shall be conducted and a decision made in accordance with Chapter 
5 (commencing with Section 11500) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the 
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Histo.ry-Added as p::.rt of recodification by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1010. 
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Government Code 
Claims for Money or Damages Against State; Law Governing Presentation 
in Certain Cases 
905.2. There shall be presented in accordance with Chapter 1 
(commencing with Section 900) and Chapter 2 (commencing with 
Section 910) of this part all claims for money or damages against the state: 
(a) For which no appropriation has been made or for which no fund is 
available but the settlement of which has been provided for by statute or 
constitutional provision. 
(b) For which the appropriation made or fund designated is exhausted. 
(c) For money or damages (1) on express contract, or (2) for an injury 
for which the state is liable. 
(d) For which settlement is not otherwise provided for by statute or 
constitutional provision. 
HIStory-Added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 1715; amended by Stats. 1976, Ch. 96. 
Permission for Radio and Television Stations to Broadcast and Telecast 
Administrative Proceedings 
6091. Radio and television stations shall be permitted to broadcast and 
telecast, either directly or by means of transcriptions and film, the 
proceedings of all meetings and hearings, other than adjudicative 
proceedings conducted pursuant to Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 
11500) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code, of all 
state, county, and municipal administrative agencies that are required by 
law to be open to the public, provided that cameras and other equipment 
used at the meeting or hearing must operate silently and not require 
auxiliary lighting. 
Any such agency may waive the provisions requiring silent operation of 
the cameras and other equipment or excluding auxiliary lighting for such 
cameras and other equipment. 
The chairman or presiding officer of the agency may require pooling of 
equipment when he deems it necessary to limit the number of pieces of 
equipment for the orderly conduct of the meeting. 
Meetings of, or hearings by, administrative agencies to consider the 
appointment, employment or dismissal of a public officer or employee or 
to hear appeals by or complaints or charges brought against such officer 
or employee shall not be subject to the provisions of this chapter. 
HIStory-Added by Stats. 1965, Ch. 1517.) 
Code of Ethics 
8920. (a) No Member of the Legislature, state elective or appointive 
officer, or judge or justice shall, while serving as such, have any interest, 
financial or otherwise, direct or indirect, or engage in any business or 
transaction or professional activity, or incur any obligation of any nature, 
which is in substantial conflict with the proper discharge of his duties in 
the public interest and of his responsibilities as prescribed in the laws of 
this state. 
(b) No Member of the Legislature shall, during the term for which he 
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was elected: 
( 1) Accept other employment which he has reason to believe will 
either impair his independence of judgment as to his official duties or 
require him, or induce him, to disclose confidential information acquired 
by him in the course of and by reason of his official duties; 
(2) Willfully and knowingly disclose, for pecuniary gain, to any other 
person, confidential information acquired by him in the course of and by 
reason of his official duties or use any such information for the purpose of 
pecuniary gain; 
(3) Accept or agree to accept, or be in partnership with any person who 
accepts or agrees to accept, any employment, fee, or other thing of value, 
or portion thereof, in consideration of his appearing, agreeing to appear, 
or taking any other action on behalf of another person regarding a 
licensing or regulatory matter, before any state board or agency which is 
established by law for the primary purpose of licensing or regulating the 
professional activity of persons licensed, pursuant to state law; provided, 
that this section shall not be construed to prohibit a member who is an 
attorney at law from practicing in such capacity before the Workmen's 
Compensation Appeals Board or the Commissioner of Corporations, and 
receiving compensation therefor, or from practicing for compensation 
before any state board or agency in connection with, or in any matter 
related to, any case, action, or proceeding filed and pending in any state 
or federal court; and provided that this section shall not act to prohibit a 
member from making inquiry for information on behalf of a constituent 
before a state board or agency, if no fee or reward is given or promised 
in consequence thereof; and provided that the prohibition contained in 
this subdivision shall not apply to a partnership in which the Member of 
the Legislature is a member if the Member of the Legislature does not 
share directly or indirectly in the fee resulting from the transaction; and 
provided that the prohibition contained in this subdivision shall not apply 
in connection with any matter pending before any state board or agency 
on the operative date of this subdivision if the affected Member of the 
Legislature is attorney of record or representative in the matter prior to 
such operative date; 
(4) Receive or agree to receive, directly or indirectly, any 
compensation, reward, or gift from any source except the State of 
California for any service, advice, assistance or other matter related to the 
legislative process, except fees for speeches or published works on 
legislative subjects and except, in connection therewith, reimbursement 
of expenses for actual expenditures for travel and reasonable subsistence 
for which no payment or reimbursement is made by the Stat~ of 
California; 
(5) Participate, by voting or any other action, on the floor of either 
house, or in committee or elsewhere, in the enactment or defeat of 
legislation in which he has a personal interest, except as follows: 
(i) If, on the vote for final passage by the house of which he is a 
member, of the legislation in which he has a personal interest, he first files 
a statement (which shall be entered verbatim on the journal) stating in 
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he has a personal interest in the legislation to be voted on 
notwithstanding such interest, he is able to cast a fair and objective 
vote on such legislation, he may cast his vote without violating any 
provision of this article; 
(ii) If the member believes that, because his personal interest, he 
should abstain from participating in the vote on the legislation, he shall so 
advise the presiding officer prior to the commencement of the vote and 
shall be excused from voting on the legislation without any entry on the 
journal of the fact of his personal interest. In the event a rule of the house, 
requiring that each member who is present vote aye or nay is invoked, the 
presiding officer shall order the member excused from compliance and 
shall order entered on the journal a simple statement that the member 
was excused from voting on the legislation pursuant to law. 
The provisions of this sectivn do not apply to persons who are members 
of the state civil service as defined by Article XXIV, Section 4, of the 
Constitution of the State California. 
Hi!'tory-Added by Stats. 1966 (1st Ex. Sess.), Ch. 163; ratified at General Election November 8, 1966; 
amended by Stats. 1967, Ch. 814. 
Monetary Claims on Contracts Totaling $5~000 or Less; Determination 
14378. Every contract subject to this chapter or Chapter 14 
(commencing with Section 25200) of Division 18 of Part 4 of the Education 
Code shall provide that monetary claims totaling in the aggregate fifty 
thousand dollars ($50,000) or less on any contract and filed in accordance 
with procedures set forth in such contract may, at the option of the 
contractor or the department, be subject to determination of rights under 
the contract in accordance with Section 14379. 
Histo.ry-Added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 1462; amended by Stats. 1976, Ch. 1398. 
Determination of Rights Hearing Officer; Notice; Appointment of 
Hearing Officer; Costs; Finality of Decision 
14379. Every contract awarded by any agency of the State of California 
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter or Chapter 14 (commencing 
with Section 25200) of Division 18 of Part 4 of the Education Code shall 
include in the general conditions of such contract at the time of award a 
clause in the following form: 
"(a) Any dispute arising under or relating to the performance of this 
contract, which is not disposed of by agreement and is a claim subject to 
Section 14378 of the Government Code, shall be decided by the head of 
the agency awarding the contract or his duly authorized representative, 
who shall reduce his decision to writing in regard to the dispute and mail 
or otherwise furnish a copy thereof to the contractor. The decision of such 
party shall be final and conclusive unless, within 30 days from the date of 
receipt of such copy, the contractor elects to file with the head of the 
agency a written appeal. Promptly upon receiving the appeal from the 
contractor, the head of the agency shall furnish a copy thereof to the 
Office of Administrative Hearings of the State of California. Pursuant to 
the rules and regulations adopted by the Office of Administrative 
Hearings pursuant to Section 14350 [14380] of the Government Code, a 
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hearing shall be held upon the appeal. When such an appeal is taken, the 
preliminary decision which is the subject of the appeal shall not be 
pleaded as a defense, and the hearing afforded shall be a hearing de novo 
upon the merits. In addition, the provisions of Article 3 (commencing with 
Section 2016) of Chapter 3 of Title 3 of the Code of Civil Procedure shall 
be applicable to the hearings and the parties to the hearing shall have all 
the rights for discovery provided for by such provisions. However, such 
hearing shall be held only in the county wherein the work was performed 
under such contract unless the contractor and the state agency by written 
stipulation filed with the Office of Administrative Hearings agree to such 
hearing in some other county. Pending final decision of a dispute 
hereunder, the contractor shall proceed diligently with the performance 
of the contract and in accordance with the written decision of the head 
of the agency or its authorized representative which is the subject of the 
contractor's appeal. Any such decision shall be subject to judicial review. 
"(b) This "disputes" clause does not preclude consideration of 
questions of law in connection with decisions provided for in paragraph 
(a) above. Nothing in this contract, however, shall be construed as making 
final the decision of any administrative official or representative on a 
question of law. 
"(c) When the Office of Administrative Hearings conducts a hearing 
on an appeal pursuant to paragraph (a), the hearing officet may apportion 
the costs of conducting such hearing between the parties in a manner 
which, in his discretion, is appropriate. 
"(d) Either party to this contract may, subject to the provisions of 
paragraph (a), seek judicial review of the decision rendered by the Office 
of Administrative Hearings." 
Histo.ry-Added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 1462; amended by Stats. 1971, Ch. 1303; repealed and added by Stats. 
1976, Ch. 1397.) 
Rules and Regulations to Implement Claims Procedure 
14380. The Office of Administrative Hearings shall adopt rules and 
regulations, pursuant to Chapter 4.5, Part 1, Division 3, Title 2 of the 
Government Code, to implement the claims procedure authorized by this 
article. 
Histo.ry-Added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 1462; amended by Stats. 1971, Ch. 1303. 
Compliance with Air Pollution Control Rules, Regulations, Ordinances 
and Statutes 
14381. Every contract subject to this chapter shall contain a provision 
requiring each contractor to comply with all air pollution control rules, 
regulations, ordinances, and statutes which apply to any work performed 
pursuant to the contract, including any air pollution control rules, 
regulations, ordinances, and statutes specified in Section 11017. 
Hi!'tory-Added by Stats. 1970, Ch. 1386. 
Cross-reference-See Cal. Adm. C., Title 1, Chapter 2, Sec. 101 et seq. 
Contracts with Office of Administrative Hearings 
27727. Any county or other local public entity may contract with the 
Office of Administrative Hearings of the State of California, and sqch 
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office is hereby authorized to contract for such services for a hearing 
officer to conduct proceedings pursuant to this chapter. 
History-Added by Stats. 1965, Ch. 480; amended by Stats. 1971, Ch. 1303. 
Meetings to Be Open and Public; Attendance 
54953. All meetings of the legislative body of a local agency shall be 
open and public, and all persons shall be permitted to attend any meeting 
of the legislative body of a local agency, except as otherwise provided in 
this chapter. 
History-Added by Stats. 1953, Ch. 1588. 
Executive Sessions; Exclusion of Witnesses; Employee 
54957. Nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed to prevent 
the legislative body of a local agency from holding executive sessions with 
the Attorney General, distric~ attorney, sheriff, or chief of police, or their 
respective deputies, on matters posing a threat to the security of public 
buildings or a threat to the public's right of access to public services or 
public facilities, or from holding executive sessions during a regular or 
special meeting to consider the appointment, employment or dismissal of 
a public employee or to hear complaints or charges brought against such 
employee by another person or employee unless such employee requests 
a public hearing. The legislative body also may exclude from any such 
public or private meeting, during the examination of a witness, any or all 
other witnesses in the matter being investigated by the legislative body. 
For the purposes of this section, the term "employee" shall not include 
any person appointed to an office by the legislative body of a local agency; 
provided, however, that nonelective positions of city manager, county 
administrator, city attorney, county counsel, or a department head or 
other similar administrative officer of a local agency shall be considered 
employee positions; and provided, further that nonelective positions of 
general manager, chief engineer, legal counsel, district secretary, auditor, 
assessor, treasurer or tax collector of any governmental district supplying 
services within limited boundaries shall be deemed employee positions. 
Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prevent any board, 
commission, committee, or other body organized and operated by any 
private organization as defined in Section 54952 from holding executive 
sessions to consider (a) matters affecting the national security, or (b) the 
appointment, employment or dismissal of an employee or to hear 
complaints or charges brought against such employee by another person 
or employee unless such employee requests a public hearing. Said body 
also may exclude from any such public or private meeting, during the 
examination of a witness, any or all other witnesses in the matter being 
investigated by the legislative body. 
History-Added by Stats. 1953, Ch. 1588; amended by Stats. 1957, Ch. 1314; by Stats. 1959, Ch. 647; by Stats. 
1961, Ch. 1671; and by Stats. 1975, Ch. 957. 
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